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OSLER'S PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. By Henry
A. Christian. D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc., New York,
1942. xxix + 1475 pp. $9.50.
A fourteenth edition (semicentennial) of Osler's classic has just been
released. Again the task of revision and editing was undertaken by the able
hand of Henry Christian, who, as a former pupil of Osler and one of the
chief exponents of the Oslerian tradition in clinical teaching, seems peculiarly
suited to the task of preserving the nature and spirit of the book as the original
author might have wished them. Critical sampling of the content by the
reviewer would indicate that the present edition is better written and more
completely up-to-date than was the previous, thirteenth, edition. It continues
to be a really good book for practitioners and students of medicine. A list of
key references for more extensive reading follows most of the topics.
A. J. GEIGER.
MICROBIOLOGY AND MAN. By Jorgen Birkeland. The Williams
& Wilkins Co., Baltimore, 1942. x + 454 pp., with glossary, ref-
erences, and index. $4.
This text would serve well one who wished to teach about bacteriology,
but it would be of limited value in teaching bacteriology. It is a curious book;
it comments on the use of technical methods without any suggestion as to
what is involved in the procedure, while in the glossary it assures us that
"Acute" means "Severe, sharp," and "Extra-" is a "Prefix meaning outside."
For some reason a plate showing the gonococcus in pus is included, as is one
showing streptococci in cheese; otherwise the reader can form his own opinion
as to the appearance of many of the bacteria under discussion. That 2 billion
streptococci in a row would extend for a mile and a quarter and that "a boy
five feet three inches" enlarged 1,000 times "would be over a mile high" are
interesting items, but they raise a question as to the mental level of those who
are supposed to benefit from the text. Perhaps one might expect some con-
fusion to arise from reading, under the heading "Mumps," that "Mumps . . .
is . . . probably due to a virus" (1st line, 1st paragraph) and "Mumps is
caused by a virus which is present . . ." (1st line, 2nd paragraph).
However unimportant these criticisms may be, of greater significance is
the fact that having read the book one is left with a feeling that somehow its
true purpose has escaped him; that he has fallen somewhere between a "cul-
tural knowledge" of the subject and a "factual knowledge." And yet, there
is much to be said for the book; the approach is new, the treatment is a fresh
one, the purpose is worthy. Those things which seem slightly out of focus
will doubtless be cared for in future editions. EO. H. SMITH.